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Paper One  ( 35 Marks )      
                                                                   

I- Vocabulary : ( 8 Marks ) 
A- From a , b and c choose the correct answer.  ( 4 x ½ =2 )         
                
1- We should look at problems …………………                
 a- systematically b- probably  c- relatively(M4U7L3)  
2- A text message saved the tourists who were ……………… by a snow storm. 
 a- alert   b- isolated  c- risky (M5U10L1)          
3- I think money never brings …………………, but it can fulfill our needs.  
        a- wish   b- mess        c- pleasure(M6U12L3)          
4- It is important to ……………….. with relatives and friends.          
       a- keep in touch b- take up   c- look down upon  
  (M4U8L3)  

B- Use only two of the following words in meaningful sentences: 

           ( 2 x ½ = 1 ) 
5- cheerful ........................................................................... (M6U12L5)  

6- happiness ........................................................................ (M6U11L5)    

7- survive ............................................................................. (M4U7L1)  

8- luckily .............................................................................. (M5U9L1)  

 
C- Match the words with their definitions .    ( 3 x 1 = 3 ) 
 
9- wealthy(M6U11L1) ( 11 )  say what is going to happen in the future  
10- caravan(M5U10L5) (  - )  to feel happy and optimistic   
11- predict(M5U9L1) (  9 )  very rich     
        ( 10 )  a group of people travelling together across a 
        desert 
 
D- Fill in the spaces with words from the list.   ( 4 x ½ = 2  ) 
                   (M6U11L3) (M5U10L3) (M6U12L1)  (M5U10L1)(M4U8L1)  

raw -  yearly  -  organize  -  terror  -  strict     
                                                                                                                

12- Some teachers are always strict with their students.                    
13- I am against showing terror films on TV; they affect viewers badly. 

 الصف التاسع نموذج إجابة الورقة الأولى
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14- Have you ever eaten raw fish?     
15- Most companies organize sales during Hala February. 

         
II- Grammar : ( 7  Marks )                         

 
A- From a , b and c choose the correct answer.   ( 4 x  ½ = 2 )             
    
16- Eighty million people ……………… in that war.            
 a- was killed        b- kill    c- were killed  
         (M5U9L4) 
17- You would win the match, if you ………….. well.     
 a- played   b- play    c- playing  

(M4U8L1) 
18- They've already been to Failaka Island, ……………..?                  
 a- have they  b- haven't they  c- they haven't  
     (M5U10L4)  
19- I didn't know a crab could climb a tree, ..................... I read it in a book.
 a- as soon as          b- after         c- until   
         (M4U7L4) 
 
B- Correct the verbs between brackets.    ( 4 x  ½ = 2 )             
          
20- I think you ( not see ) your uncle, Adnan for ages.  have not seen
           (M5U9L4) 
21- If he had been more carful, the accident ( not happen ).  would not 
      (M6U12L1)            have happened   
22- The weather ( get ) hotter in the coming days.     will get                               
           (M4U7L1) 
23- Hassan said that he ( is going ) to the beach soon.  was going 
           (M6U12L4) 
C- Do as shown between brackets.    ( 3 x  1  = 3 )             
  
 
24- We will stay in Germany for three weeks.                   (  Ask a question  )           
      How long will you stay in Germany.   (M4U7L2) 
 
25- You can buy snacks at the take away.            ( Make passive ) 
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     Snacks can be bought at the take away. (M5U9L2) 
 
26- " I felt tired after the football match." Salem said.   (  Report)  
      Salem said that he had felt tired after the match. (M6U11L1) 

 
III)  Language Functions:       ( 10  Marks )     

 
A- Match the utterances in ( A ) with their reactions in ( B ): ( 4x1=4)
             
27- What a hard day !       ( 30 ) This is very dangerous.  

28- I've got a terrible headache.  ( 29 ) Why don't you buy one? 

29- Those jackets are wonderful.     ( 27 ) We really need a rest.   

30- I like to drive fast on rainy days. (  -  ) No, it isn't mine. 

          ( 28 ) You should see a doctor.   

B- Write what you would say in the following situations: ( 3 x  1 = 3 )
                           
31- One of your classmates says, " Sport is not good. "                                    
      Disagreement 
 
32- You want your sister to open the door.      
       Polite request 
 
33- Your brother won a big prize last week.       
       Congratulations / Approval 
 
C- Complete the missing parts in the following mini dialogues:  
                                    (3x1=3)              
34- A:I think that walking is the mother of sports.  
       B: Agreement 
 
35- A: I'm sorry. I broke your bicycle.    
       B: Never mind. / Don't worry. / No problem.  
 
36- A: Look at this model of Omar's Mercedes.   
      B: Approval / Like / Dislike 
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Any reasonable answer accepted 

 
IV)  Set Book Questions:       ( 10  Marks ) 

 

A- Answer only three of the following questions:  (3 x 2 = 6) 

 
37- Module: 4      Unit: 9             Lesson:  6               (Dangerous Jobs) 
 
" I love my job because it is very challenging. I work in a big team of 
professional divers and marine scientists." 
 
A: A diver uses a lot of equipment, mention two: 
  1) diving suit             2) oxygen tank 
B: Do you like to be a diver in the future? Why? 
    Any reasonable answer. 
 
38- Module: 6      Unit: 11             Lesson:  3               (Life in Japan) 
 
"There are special trains. They are fast and go from Tokyo to the 
mountains very quickly. The fastest train travels at 300 km per hour." 

 
A- What are the fastest trains in Japan called? 
    bullet trains / Shinkansen 
 
B- If you lived in a large city, would you use trains for transport? Why/Why not? 
    Any reasonable answer. 
 
39- Module: 6      Unit: 12             Lesson:  5               (Friendship) 
 
"A friend is someone who understands you, knows the real you and 
appreciates the person you are." 
 
A- Mention two qualities of a friend: 
1. honest/loyal/cheerful/caring 2. trustworthy/good listener 
 
B- In your opinion, what makes a real friend? 
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    Any reasonable answer. 
 
40- Module: 5      Unit: 10             Lesson:  5               ( A Famous Road) 
 
"The Silk Road was an ancient route which connected the continents 
of Asia and Europe. It was used between about 600 and 1300 AD." 
 
A- Merchants had to face many dangers on the Silk Road; mention two: 
1. boiling desert/thieves  2. freezing temperatures/mountains 
 
B- If you lived in ancient times, would you travel on the Silk Road? Why? 
    Any reasonable answer. 
 
 

B- Answer only two of the following questions:  (2 x 2 = 4) 

 
41- Story: ( Around the World in Eighty Days )  Episode 5  By:  Jules 
Verne 
 
" Fix had an idea to travel to Omaha when they were stuck in snow in 
the middle of America." 
  
A: What was Fix's idea? 
    They could travel to Omaha on sledge with a sail on it. 
B: If you were Fix, how would you solve that problem? 
   Any reasonable answer. 
 
42- Story: ( Around the World in Eighty Days )  Episode 4  By:  Jules 
Verne 
 
"They reached the mouth of the Shanghai River at six thirty. The 
captain of Fogg's boat was angry because they were too late, but 
Phileas Fogg was calm." 
 
A- Why were they late? 
    There was a big storm between Hong Kong and Shanghai. 
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B- Who is able to solve the problem, Phileas Fogg or the captain? Why? 
    Phileas Fogg, because he was calm, while the captain was angry. 
 
43- Story: ( Around the World in Eighty Days )  Episode 6  By:  Jules 
Verne 
 
"Meanwhile, Fogg was, as usual, perfectly calm. He sat in his prison 
cell. He showed no sign of disappointment." 
 
A- Fogg had a great ability to solve problems. In your opinion, what quality fogg 
had that enabled him to solve the problems which he met in his journey? 
    He was always calm. 
 
B- Would you accept a challenge like the one that Phileas Fogg accepted?  
Why (not)? 
    Any reasonable answer. 


